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Shabbat 
Mevarechim

Rosh Chodesh 
Cheshvan is on 

Sunday and Monday

Shabbat ends:
London 6.50pm

Sheffield 6.56pm
Glasgow 7.03pm

Edinburgh 7.00pm
Birmingham 6.56pm
Jerusalem 6.41pm

בס״ד

BEREISHITְּבֵראִׁשית
In loving memory of Harav Yitzchak Yoel ben Shlomo Halevi
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INSIDE:
Life lessons
by Rabbi Mordechai Chalk

Soviet Jewry and Israel
by Rabbi Lord Immanuel Jakobovits  z’l

Machar Chodesh
by Rabbi Gideon Sylvester

Please look regularly at the 
social media and websites 
of the US, Tribe and your 
community for ongoing updates 
relating to Coronavirus as well 
as educational programming 
and community support.

You do not need to sign 
into Facebook to access the 
US Facebook page. The US 
Coronavirus Helpline is on  
020 8343 5696.

May God bless us and the 
whole world.

“God said, ‘Let the earth sprout vegetation…’ And God 
saw that it was good”  

(Bereishit 1:11-12)

Artscroll - p2   
Haftarah -  p1207

Hertz - p2   
Haftarah - p948

Soncino - p1   
Haftarah - p1189

Machar Chodesh



1st Aliya (Kohen) –  Bereishit 1:1-2:3
(The aliya divisions of Bereishit vary from one chumash to another)
The Torah details the six days of Creation. On the first four days, God created light, 
water, dry land, vegetation, the sun, the moon and the stars. On the fifth day, He 
created creatures of the sea and the air. On the sixth day, He created animals and 
the first man and woman, whom He blessed to be fruitful and to have dominion 
over the rest of Creation. On the seventh day, God rested. 

2nd Aliya (Levi) – 2:4-19
The creation of Mankind is detailed again. Adam is placed in the Garden of Eden to 
guard and protect it, and is warned not to eat from the Tree of Knowledge of Good 
and Evil, lest he become mortal. Chava (Eve) is created from one of Adam’s “sides”.

Sidra Summary

Life 
lessons

In this week’s sidra, 
we see the tragedy 
of the first murder in 
human history, as Kayin 
(Cain) killed his brother 

Hevel (Abel). We know that Kayin 
was very angry after God accepted 
Hevel’s sacrifice but rejected his. 
Even so, on the day of the murder, 
the only information we are given 

is, “Kayin said (something) to Hevel 
his brother and it was, when they 
were in the field, Kayin rose up and 
killed Hevel his brother” (Bereishit 
4:8). The Torah does not tell us what 
Kayin said to Hevel. We are left to 
contemplate.

The Midrash provides us with 
three possible narratives that led to 
this terrible event. 
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Sidra breakdown

1st Sidra in:

ְּבֵראִׁשית
Bereishit

By Numbers:

146 verses
1,931 words
7,235 letters

Headlines:

Creation of the 
world

ְּבֵראִׁשית
Bereishit

by Rabbi Mordechai Chalk,  
Watford & District United Synagogue



The first scenario describes 
how Kayin and Hevel had decided 
to divide everything on the planet 
between them. Kayin would take all 
the earth and everything attached to 
it and Hevel would take everything 
that was detached from the earth.  A 
fight then broke out, Kayin accusing 
his brother of trespassing on his 
property, and Hevel shouting back, 
“you are wearing my clothes!” In the 
ensuing brawl, Kayin killed Hevel.

The second scenario is very 
different. Kayin and Hevel both had 
their own pieces of land and were 
arguing where the Beit Hamikdash 
(Temple) would be built in the future. 
They argued over who would merit 
to have the Temple in their land. 
The fight escalated and Kayin killed 
Hevel.

The third narrative differs 
completely from the previous two 
and is based on another Midrashic 
teaching that at least one female 
was born alongside Kayin and Hevel. 
As humankind had just been created, 
dating options were sparse. They 
quarrelled over marriage partners. 
As before, Kayin killed Hevel during 
a fight.

The Midrash is a commentary 
on the Torah, often in the form of 
a storyline, designed to teach us 

important life lessons and values 
through the medium of narrative. 

These three scenarios are 
therefore not to be taken literally 
– the Beit Hamikdash did not yet 
exist, nor would they be alive 
when it did! Rather, the Midrash 
presents us with three different 
types of situations, all of which – 
given human nature – can end in 
tragedy.  The first deals with an 
argument over property; the second 
involves an argument fuelled by 
religious zeal and finally we have an 
argument over relationships. 

The Midrash has provided us with 
three motives for the tragic death 

of Hevel, in ways that transcend 
that particular incident. Look at 
our lives, the lives of the people 
around us and then look back into 
history. How many conflicts, both on 
a personal level and internationally 
have started for one of these three 
reasons? Actually, let’s reverse the 
question: how many disagreements 
have started not because of one of 
these? As the German philosopher 
Georg Hegel (1770-1831) wrote, 
“we learn from history that we do 
not learn from history”. 

The Torah is not just a book of 
laws; if it was, it would be much 
shorter! The narratives are there 
to give us food for thought, to 
learn behaviours and middot (good 
character traits). As we start the 
cycle of the Torah from Bereishit 
again, we have a fresh opportunity 
to look deeply into the stories and 
bring their lessons into our lives.

3rd Aliya (Shlishi) – 2:20-3:21
The snake, the most cunning of animals, manipulates 
Chava into eating from the Tree of Knowledge, after which 
Chava also gives Adam its fruit to eat. God rebukes them, 
punishing Chava with the pain of childbirth and Adam with 
the need to toil and sweat for his sustenance. The snake 
is cursed to crawl on his stomach and eat the dust of the 
earth.
Point to Consider: Why is it considered a curse for the 
snake to have his food constantly available? (3:14)

4th Aliya (Revi’i) – 3:22-4:18
Chava gives birth to Cain and Hevel (Abel). They both bring 
offerings. Hevel’s offering is accepted. However, Cain’s 
offering is inferior and is not accepted by God, who then 
appears to Cain and tells him to improve his ways rather 

than remain downcast. Nevertheless, Cain goes into a field 
and murders Hevel. God punishes Cain by decreeing that he 
will be a homeless wanderer for the rest of his life. Cain’s 
descendants are listed.

5th Aliya (Chamishi) – 4:19-22
Lemech is the sixth generation from Cain. Lemech’s 
children pioneer cattle-breeding, instrumental music and 
metal sharpening.

6th Aliya (Shishi) – 4:23-5:24
Lemech accidentally kills Cain (see Rashi) and pleads his 
innocence to his wives. Adam has another son, called Shet 
(Seth). The ten generations from Adam to Noach are listed, 
including their age at death. Adam dies aged 930.

The Torah is not just 
a book of laws; if 
it was, it would be 
much shorter!



On returning to Britain 
from this profoundly 
stirring visit, I organised 
a more substantial 
campaign to initiate 

and support Soviet Jewry projects, 
particularly those directed towards 
their spiritual rehabilitation. I continue 
to sponsor or support some of these 
projects to the present time. Realising 
that these early pioneers in the exodus 
from Russia were motivated primarily 
by their desire to live as Jews, I also 
for the first time pleaded for a revision 
of the slogan that inspired the Soviet 
Jewry campaign, by completing the 
plea of Moses ‘Let My people go’ with 
‘so that they shall serve Me’. This 
leads me on to my principal encounter 
with Russian Jewry – a ten-day visit to 
the Soviet Union in December 1975. 

The original suggestion of an official 
visit – the first by any Chief Rabbi 
from the West – was made to me 
early that year through a prominent 
representative of the Soviet authorities 
then visiting London. At that time, 
the Helsinki Conference, which was 
to lead to the Accord on European 
security, was being prepared. I was 
told that the hoped-for détente 
between East and West would have 
to include a détente with the Jewish 
people, and it was in this context 
that a visit by me as part of a cultural 

exchange programme would be 
welcomed. I insisted at once that I 
could only contemplate accepting the 
invitation if I could freely determine 
my programme and I would require 
several months before I could give 
a definite reply.  I then engaged in 
prolonged consultations with quite 
a few well-informed individuals and 
official bodies in Israel and America as 
well as Britain. 

I was generally encouraged to 
proceed with the plans, provided that 
I went in response to invitations not 
only by the official ‘Jewish community’ 
but also by the ‘Refusniks’ (Soviet 
Jews who had been denied exit 
visas and were persecuted by their 
government), then organised mainly 
around the ‘Scientific Seminars’ 
meeting regularly in Moscow and 
some other cities. 

In due course these invitations 

reached me – one more formal 
from the President and Rabbi of the 
Moscow Synagogue, and two others 
more enthusiastic from the leaders of 
the ‘Scientific Seminars’, Professors 
Lerner and Azbel respectively. In 
finally accepting the invitations, I also 
stipulated that I would want to have an 
opportunity not only to meet whatever 
groups identified as Jewish in the 
three cities of Moscow, Leningrad 
and Kiev, but also some leaders of 
the Russian Orthodox Church so that I 
could gain some comparative insight 
on the possibilities of religious life 
within the citadels of communism. 

The visits I was to pay to the 
Theological Seminaries in Leningrad 
and Zagorsk, where (together with 
another in Odessa) 800 students were 
being trained for the Russian Orthodox 
priesthood in intensive eight-year 
programmes, proved most illuminating 
in pointing up the stark contrast 
between the relative freedoms enjoyed 
by the Church and the utter desolation 
of Jewish life in the Soviet Union. In 
fact, it was at the Leningrad Centre 
that I met the only Israeli citizen I 
saw in Russia – a Greek student who 
had attended theological courses 
in Jerusalem for several years and 
was sent to complete his studies in 
Leningrad before returning to serve the 
Orthodox Church in Jerusalem!

In this second, abridged extract from, ‘If Only My People… Zionism in my life’, the late Chief Rabbi Lord Immanuel 
Jakobovits (1921-99) z’l continues his description of his ground-breaking visit to the Soviet Union in 1975.  We thank the 
Jakobovits family for permission to reproduce this material, which was published in 1984. 

by Rabbi Lord Immanuel Jakobovits z’l 

In memory of Yisrael Shmuel ben Yirmaya Yehoshuah

I was told that the 
hoped-for détente 
between East and 
West would have 
to include a détente 
with the Jewish 
people

Soviet Jewry and Israel – First 
Taste of International Controversy



Lockdown has left some 
people living in closer 
proximity to our loved 
ones than usual and vice 

versa, unfortunately. For some it has 
been enriching, for others unbearably 
intense. Rosh Chodesh, marking the 
start of a new month in the Jewish 
calendar, was once a time when families 
got together. In this week's Haftarah 
from  Sefer Shmuel (1 Samuel ch.20), 
‘Machar Chodesh’, the special Haftarah 
we read on a Shabbat which directly 
precedes Rosh Chodesh, we watch 
King Saul (Shaul) and his family gather 
for such a feast. One seat, however, 
remains empty. That chair belongs to 
Saul's son-in-law, the future King David.

David absents himself from the 
party because the melancholy Saul's 
behaviour towards him has been erratic; 
ranging from tender to nearly murderous 
when incorrectly suspecting David of 
treason. It is unclear whether it is safe 
to be around Saul. However, David 
has a spy in the royal court; Saul's son 
Jonathan (Yehonatan), David’s closest 
friend. He discovers that his father 
still wants to kill David and using an 
elaborate code, he tells David that it 
is dangerous to return. For now, David 

must remain in hiding.
King David's story is well known. 

Jonathan’s story is less well-known, but 
he was also a heroic warrior and heir to 
his father's throne. By shielding David, 
Jonathan risks his relationship with his 
own father, his royal status and even 
his life. When Saul hears Jonathan's 
defence of David, the king calls him "son 
of a perverse, rebellious woman” and 
threatens him with a spear.

Jonathan's willingness to shield David 
is extraordinary. He realises that David 
is a potential contender for the throne. 
This should make them bitter rivals, yet 
it does not. Jonathan recognises that 
David is the more suitable candidate for 
king, so he steps back. Jonathan knows 
he will contribute more to the future of 
the Jewish people by serving as David's 
second in command than by grasping 
power. Instead of competing, the two 
share a deep attachment which is the 
paradigm of the purest friendship. (Pirkei 
Avot 5:19, p. 560 in the green siddur).

The story of David and Jonathan is 
beautiful. It is particularly poignant in an 
age when relationships can be strained 
by lockdown and discourteous discourse 
at times dogs politics in many countries. 

Moreover, theirs is a model which we 

can replicate; I saw this in the yeshiva 
where I studied. Yeshivat Har Etzion in 
Alon Shvut, Israel, was established by 
Rabbi Yehuda Amital (1924-2010), a 
Holocaust survivor and scholar. When 
he heard that Rabbi Aharon Lichtenstein 
(1933-2015), a scholar of even greater 
renown, was coming on aliya from 
America, he immediately invited Rabbi 
Lichtenstein to replace him as Rosh 
Yeshiva. Rabbi Lichtenstein refused, 
saying he would only head the yeshiva 
if Rabbi Amital remained as his partner. 
The two worked as one for almost forty 
years. On some issues, their approaches 
to Halacha diverged and they did not 
hide this from their students. Instead, 
they worked together with openness, 
integrity, mutual respect and love. Far 
from fermenting conflict, they forged 
a perfect partnership and we their 
students revered them both.

American president Harry Truman 
(1884-1972) famously said, "It is amazing 
what you can accomplish if you don't 
care who gets the credit". That is the 
message of this week's Haftarah. King 
David and Jonathan teach us to put 
aside petty differences for the greater 
good of our family, our community, our 
workplace and our world. 

by Rabbi Gideon Sylvester, The United Synagogue’s Israel Rabbi

In memory of Yehuda ben Yaakov HaCohen

7th Aliya (Shevi’i) – 5:25-6:8
Noach has three sons: Shem, Cham and Yefet. Immorality 
starts to spread and God decides to limit Man’s lifespan 
to 120 years. After further sins, God ‘regrets’ the fact that 
He created Mankind and decides to wipe out all living 
creatures, apart from Noach and his family.

Haftarah (“Machar Chodesh”)
The haftarah is the special reading for Shabbat Erev Rosh 
Chodesh, from the Book of Shmuel (Samuel). It relates how 
Yehonatan (Jonathan) risked his life to protect his friend 
David (later to be King David) from the wrath of Yehonatan’s 
father, King Shaul (Saul). Their initial discussion of how to 
ensure David’s safety took place on Erev Rosh Chodesh, the 
day before Shaul’s special feast (see the article above).

(Tomorrow is the New Moon)
Machar Chodesh 



The death of Yehoshua 
(Joshua) left the people 
without a leader, sym-
bolising a new period in 

the history of the Jewish people. 
As Yehoshua’s final speeches 

show (Yehoshua, chapters 23 and 
24), there was still much work to be 
done to finish conquering the Land. 
Their first action was to ask God, via 
the Urim ve’Tumim (breastplate of 
the High Priest), which tribe should 
be first to wage war against the 
Canaanite inhabitants of the Land, 
following the prescription laid out 
in the Torah. The tribe of Yehuda 
was chosen. With the help of the 
tribe of Shimon, they captured the 
Canaanite king, Adoni-Bezek. 

The chapter continues with a 
discussion of the military conquest 
of areas that were captured in the 
time of Yehoshua, such as Hebron. 
It is unclear why they are repeated 
here, but it could be to highlight the 
difference between the two periods. 
During Yehoshua’s time, the Land 
may have been conquered, but was 
not fully settled. Without inhabit-
ants, it could not be claimed as truly 
their own. The distinction between 
military victory and permanent 
possession is highlighted here. 
Thus, while the book of Yehoshua 
represents the military conquest, 
Shofetim represents the attempt to 

settle the Land. 
The chapter ends with a listing 

of areas of land from which the 
Canaanite nations were not suc-
cessfully expelled and says which 
tribe was responsible for each of 
these failures.

DID THE PEOPLE DESERVE THIS 
REBUKE?
In Sefer Yehoshua, the nation is not 
rebuked for their failure to conquer 
the entire Land. Yehoshua reminds 
them of the task before them, 
but does not appear to hold them 
responsible for failing to achieve it. 
In fact, when promising the people 
that they will inherit the Land of 
Israel, God states that He will not 
drive out the inhabitants quickly; 
instead, it will be a slow process 
(Shemot 23:29-30). Why then do the 
people receive rebuke at the start of 
Shofetim?

Professor Yehuda Elitzur 
(1911-1997), in the Da’at Mikra 
commentary to Tanach, explains a 
fundamental theological difference 
between the circumstances in the 

two books. In the time of Yehoshua, 
we are told that “the children of 
Yehuda were not able to drive out 
[the inhabitants of Jerusalem]” 
(Yehoshua 15:63). In contrast, in 
our chapter we are told that “the 
children of Binyamin did not drive 
out [the inhabitants of Jerusalem]” 
(Shofetim 1:21). A significant 
difference is highlighted in the 
contrast between the two phrases: 
“lo yachelu”, they were not able to, 
and “lo horishu”, they did not drive 
out. Yehoshua represents inability; 
Shofetim represents unwillingness. 

The rebuke is absent in Yehoshua, 
as the people simply were not able 
to conquer more land. However, in 
the time of Shofetim, they failed to 
grasp the opportunities before them, 
and for this they received rebuke. 

We are not held accountable 
for things beyond our control. But, 
when we waste the chances before 
us,that is another matter. We should 
make the most of the opportunities 
we are given; we may not be fortu-
nate enough to have them offered 
to us again.

We should make the most of the 
opportunities we are given; we may 
not be fortunate enough to have them 
offered to us again.

Sefer Shofetim (the Book of Judges)

Chapter 1:  
Conquering the Land
by Pnina Savery, US Jewish Living Educator
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